
 

 
U.S. Power is an industrial energy services company that specializes in the reduction of energy consumption 
across a broad array of manufacturing and food processing facilities located in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois 
and Wisconsin. In addition, the company publishes a useful curation of lighting-oriented information from the 
marketplace, and consolidates it into this concise, twice per month letter known as The Fabulous Lighting 
Maven, distributed to Facilities Managers throughout the nation. 

 
While the company prides itself in its diversity, it owns and operates a niche lighting contracting firm as well, known as U.S. Power 
Vision, LLC. With a core business in and around industrial LED lighting, it keeps itself and its clients at the cutting edge of illuminating 
technologies, all aimed at providing – from the eyes to the fingertips – exceptional illumination, superb control and intuitive simplicity. 
 

  
The Maven publishes these pearls weekly, or more frequently if we feel like it, because we believe America is already great, and poised to be even greater if we commit to doing our part 

towards cooling the planet. Publisher Ron Motsch can be reached at (616) 570-9319. 
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Dear Reader: 
 
Electricity comes into the plant in waves, very much like ocean waves, or heat, or any of 
other phenomena that involves rhythmic movement.  Energy is no different. 
 
The key is to move that energy as smoothly as possible through the plant, so as to reduce 
the frequency and magnitude of these waves of electricity, whose profile is known as its 
‘waveform’. 

 
Each device utilizing that power has its own unique 
waveform, a signature, if you will.  They’re a bit like 

snowflakes, with no two being precisely the same. 
 
First, understand that virtually no (perhaps literally no) electricity that enters a building 
has a perfectly constructed waveform.  In an electrical power line, a number of factors 
create harmonic distortion, including currents introduced into the line by users of non-
linear loads, environmental causes such as lightning, electromagnetic interference from 
towers, and others. 
 
So, with the electricity-consuming equipment found within your plant, you want to not add to those distortions from clean 
power any more than is absolutely necessary.  For every piece of equipment, system, and device the Facilities Manager 
purchases, being mindful of the need to make selections in part as a result of minimal harmonic distortions makes sense.  In 
very simple mathematic terms, the less harmonic distortion your LED fixture generates, the smoother the electricity will flow 
through that fixture, and ultimately the plant. 
 
With LED fixtures, this can be influenced, to a certain extent.  Virtually every specification sheet includes the fixture’s rated 
Harmonic Distortion, expressed in percentage terms.  A good metric in this regard is less than 20%, which is to say the 
waveform distorts no more than 20% from perfectly symmetrical.  While this may sound like a lot, when you think of each of 
the devices within a fixture, each of which generating some distortion on its own, as well as compounding its neighboring 
device’s distortion, you might consider this to be acceptable. 
 
A higher percentage of Total Harmonic Distortion can stress electrical infrastructure and equipment, resulting in a significant 
amount of electricity dissipated as excess heat, producing issues such as underperformance, wasted energy consumption, 
increased energy costs, and shortened fixture life,  
 
AEMC Instruments has put out a YouTube video on Harmonic Distortion.  You might want to look in on it here: What Are 
Harmonics?  We think you’ll find it informative. 

YOUR MORNING GRIN 

In the immortal words                    
of Thomas Edison,    

                                        
“There ain’t no rules around here!” 

 
“We’re trying to                                  

accomplish something!” 
 

Ron Motsch 

(616) 570-9319 

 
Building and Managing a Suite of 
The Most Productive and Admired 

LED Lighting Systems on Earth 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DRAMA 

HARMONIC DISTORTION 
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